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Abstract
Consider the semialgebraic structure over the real field. More generally, let an o-
minimal structure be over a real closed field. We show that a definable metric space
X with a definable metric d is embedded into a Euclidean space so that its closure is
compact and the metric on the image induced by d is extended to a definable metric on
the closure if and only if limt,t′→0 d(γ(t), γ(t
′)) = 0 for any definable continuous curve
γ : (0, 1]→ X (Theorem 1). We also find two compact semialgebraic metric spaces over
the real field which are isometric but not semialgebraically isometric (Theorem 2). A
version of blow up is the key to the proof of Theorem 1. Using it in the same way, we
prove a resolution of singularities of definable sets (Theorem 3). We prove the theorems
by a constructive procedure.
1 Introduction
Research of general metric spaces is more difficult than that of compact metric spaces. Hence
we ask when a metric space is compactified in the sense that it is embedded in a compact
metric space through a metric preserving map. This problem is difficult in general, but it
becomes simple in the o-minimal case.
Consider any o-minimal structure over any real closed field R. Let a definable metric
space mean a definable set with a definable (not necessarily Euclidean and always continuous)
metric. We call a definable metric space compactifiable if it can be embedded into a Euclidean
space so that its closure is compact (i.e., bounded and closed in the Euclidean space) and
the induced metric on the image is extendable to the closure. We also call the closure or
the embedding a compactification. The simplest example of a non-compactifiable definable
metric space is R with the Euclidean metric. We note that a definable non-compact manifold
is homeomorphic (or diffeomorphic) to the interior of some compact definable manifold with
boundary (Theorem II.5.7 in [2] and Theorem 2 in [4]), but a compactification of a definable
noncompact metric manifold is not necessarily a manifold with boundary, e.g., R which is
embedded in R2 so that the image is {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : |(x1, x2)| = 1, (x1, x2) 6= (1, 0)} and
whose metric is induced by the Euclidean metric on R2, where the symbol | | stands for the
Euclidean norm.
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Theorem 1. A definable metric space X with a metric d is compactifiable if and only if
limt,t′→0 d(γ(t), γ(t
′)) = 0 for any definable continuous curve γ : (0, 1] → X. Moreover, a
compactification is unique up to isometries. To be precise, for any two compactifications X1
and X2, the identity map of X induces an isometry between X1 and X2.
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will show that d is bounded under the condition in Theorem
1. However, there is an example of X and d where d is bounded but the condition in Theorem
1 is not satisfied, e.g., X = R the real field, and d(x, x′) = min{|x − x′|, 1}. Namely,
boundedness is not sufficient for compactification. Even if we extend R to a real closed field
R in this example, the extended metric space over R is not compactifiable. An infinitude
happens in this example, although the example is semialgebraic. Another infinitude causes
existence of two semialgebraic metric spaces which are isometric but not semialgebraically
isometric (Theorem 2).
One of the simplest examples of compactifiable (X, d), where d cannot be extended to the
closure X, is the following: Set X = {x ∈ R2 : x 6= 0, |x| ≤ 1}, let φ : Y → X be the blow up
of X with center 0, let Y ⊂ Rn, and let d be the metric onX induced by the Euclidean metric
on Y . Then d cannot be extended to X, and (φ|Y−{0})
−1 : X → Rn is a compactification.
Moreover, any semialgebraic metric on X non-extendable to X has the same phenomenon as
d. Hence this example indicates that we may prove Theorem 1 by something like blows up.
The condition in Theorem 1 is not interesting in the non-definable case. Let X be con-
tained and bounded in Rn, and d a metric on X . Then d is extended to a pseudo-metric
to X , i.e., d : X ×X → R is extended to X × X → R as a continuous map if and only if
limt,t′→0 d(γ(t), γ(t
′)) = 0 for any continuous curve γ : (0, 1] → X such that γ(t) converges
to some point of X−X as t→ 0. However, this condition has no bearing on compactification
of X . Note that there is no X of positive dimension such that limt,t′→0 d(γ(t), γ(t
′)) = 0 for
any continuous curve γ : (0, 1]→ X .
It is natural to ask whether an isometry between definable metric spaces is definable. We
give a positive answer and a negative one. A Nash set over R is the zero set of of some Nash
(= semialgebraic C∞ smooth) function, and a Nash metric is a metric such that the graph
of the function X × X − ∆ ∋ (x, x′) → d(x, x) ∈ R is a Nash set, where ∆ denotes the
diagonal of X . A Nash metric space is a Nash set with a Nash metric. A typical example is
an algebraic set with the Euclidean metric.
Remark. An isometry between Nash metric spaces over R is semialgebraic.
The reason is the following: Let f : X → Y be an isometry between Nash metric spaces,
and let d denote the metrics. We assume that X is connected for simplicity of notation.
Then there are points x1, . . . , xk in X , k = dimX + 1, such that the map φX : X ∋
x → (d(x, x1), . . . , d(x, xk)) ∈ Rk is injective (but not necessarily homeomorphic), i.e., x
is uniquely determined by its distances to x1, . . . , xk, and each y ∈ Y is also so by the
distances to f(x1), . . . , f(xk). (This statement follows from the next note and the fact below
that is proved by the identity theorem as in the proof of (2) on page 68 in [1]. We note
that for each x0 ∈ X , the function X ∋ x → d(x, x0) ∈ R is nowhere locally constant by
the identity theorem. Let φ : X → Rl be a map whose graph is a semialgebraic set. Set
maxy∈Rl dimφ
−1(y) = m. Then the fact is that for some point x0 inX , the map (φ, φ0) : X ∋
x → (φ(x), d(x, x0)) ∈ Rl+1 is injective if m = 0 and dim(φ, φ0)−1(y) < m for any y ∈ Rl+1
otherwise.) Hence for the proof that f is semialgebraic, we can replace X and Y with ImφX
and ImφY , respectively, because φX and φY are semialgebraic. By the assumption that f is
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metric preserving, ImφX coincides with ImφY , and the map ImφX → ImφY induced by f
is the identity map. Therefore, f is automatically semialgebraic.
In the same way we can prove that an isometry between real analytic metric spaces in
the same sense as above is subanalytic, and it is clear that an isometry between definable
sets with Euclidean metrics is definable. However, this is not the case in general as follows:
Theorem 2. There are two compact semialgebraic metric spaces over R which are isometric
but not semialgebraically isometric.
The following fact shows how compact definable metric spaces are topologically simple:
Let X be a compact definable metric space over R. Then we can assume that X is a
polyhedron by the triangulation theorem of definable sets (Theorem II.2.1 in [2]). The
fact is that there exists a definable homeomorphism τ of X × X of the form τ(x, x′) =
(τ1(x), τ2(x, x
′)) such that d ◦ τ is PL, i.e, piecewise linear, on X ×X , which we can prove
as in the proof the triangulation theorem of definable continuous functions (Theorem II.3.1
in [2]). However, this does not mean that there exists a definable homeomorphism τ1 of X
such that the map X × X ∈ (x, x′) → d(τ1(x), τ1(x′)) ∈ R is PL, i.e., X is isometric to a
PL metric space. For example, a closed interval in R cannot be piecewisely linearized for d
defined by d(x, x′) = |x− x′|1/2.
For the study of topological properties of definable sets, we cannot expect to use algebra.
Hence the exact blow up is useless. We introduce a version and use it in the proof of Theorem
1 as the key. By the same reason we cannot obtain a resolution of singularities of definable
sets by blows up. On the other hand, we can prove it by our version as follows:
Theorem 3 (Resolution of singularities of definable sets). Let X be a definable set
of dimension k. Let r be a nonnegative integer. Then there exist a definable Cr manifold
Y possibly with boundary and a definable C0 map ψ : Y → X such that ψ|IntY is a Cr
diffeomorphism (homeomorphism if r = 0) onto the set of definably Cr smooth points of
X of dimension k, i.e., the subset of X of points where the germ of X is definably Cr
diffeomorphic (homeomorphic if r = 0) to the germ of Rk at 0, where IntY denotes the
interiors of Y .
We thank Michel Coste. He posed a question on Theorem 1, and we discussed it.
2 Preparations
Consider the case X = (0, 1] × [−1, 1]n−1, to which general X is reduced in the proof of
Theorem 1, and assume the condition in Theorem 1, i.e., limt,t′→0 d(γ(t), γ(t
′)) = 0 for any
definable continuous curve γ : (0, 1]→ X . We call a point x of the boundary {0}× [−1, 1]n−1
bad if there exist definable continuous curves γ, γ′ : (0, 1] → X such that limt→0 γ(t) =
limt→0 γ
′(t) = x and limt→0 d(γ(t), γ
′(t)) 6= 0. We say that γ is of the standard form if γ(t)
is of the form (t, γ2, . . . , γn(t)). (We define a bad point of X − X in the same way also in
the case where X is a general definable metric space.) In the proof of Theorem 1 we use the
following three lemmas:
Lemma 1. The set of bad points is definable and of dimension< n − 1. (If X is a gen-
eral definable metric space, the same statement holds, although X −X is not necessarily of
dimension n− 1.)
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Proof. We prove only the first statement because the second is proved in the same way. For a
definable continuous curve γ = (γ1, . . . , γn) : (0, 1]→ X with limt→0 γ(t) ∈ {0}× [−1, 1]n−1,
γ1 is C
1 smooth and injective on (0, t0] for some small t0. We can replace γ with γ ◦ γ
−1
1
and assume that γ is always of the standard form. Indeed, for definable continuous curves
γ, γ′ : (0, 1] → X with limt→0 γ(t) ∈ {0} × [−1, 1]
n−1 and limt→0 γ
′(t) ∈ {0} × [−1, 1]n−1,
we have d(γ′ ◦ γ′−11 (t), γ ◦ γ
−1
1 (t)) ≤ d(γ
′ ◦ γ′−11 (t), γ
′(t)) + d(γ′(t), γ(t)) + d(γ(t), γ ◦ γ−11 (t)).
Hence limt→0 d(γ
′ ◦ γ′−11 (t), γ ◦ γ
−1
1 (t)) = 0 if and only if limt→0 d(γ
′(t), γ(t)) = 0 by the
hypothesis on d. We write the continuous extension of γ to [0, 1] as γ.
First the set of bad points is definable for the following reason: Set
S = {(t, x2, . . . , xn, y2, . . . , yn, u, v) ∈ (0, 1]× [−1, 1]
2n−2 ×R2 :
u = |(x2 − y2, . . . , xn − yn)|, v = d((t, x2, . . . , xn), (t, y2, . . . , yn))}.
Then S is definable and closed in (0, 1]× [−1, 1]2n−2 × R2, and the set of bad points is the
image of S ∩ {0}× [−1, 1]2n−2×{0}× (0, ∞) under the projection of R2n+1 onto the first n
factors. The reason is that there is a definable continuous curve in S starting from any point
a in S ∩ {0} × [−1, 1]2n−2 × {0} × (0, ∞) and moving in S by the curve selection lemma
((II.1.12) in [2]) and the curve induces γ and γ′ which show that the image of a under the
same projection is a bad point. Conversely, for a bad point a1, we have the γ and γ
′ whose
limit is a1. These γ and γ
′ define a definable continuous curve in S starting from a point
a and moving in S. Then the image of a under the projection is a1. Hence the image of
S ∩ {0} × [−1, 1]2n−2 × {0} × (0, ∞) is the set of bad points, and the set is definable.
Next we see that the set is of dimension < n − 1 by reductio ad absurdum. Assume
the contrary. Then by shrinking [−1, 1]n−1, we can suppose that {0} × (−1, 1)n−1 (but not
{0} × [−1, 1]n−1) consists only of bad points and there are a definable continuous function
ρ on [0, 1] with zero set {0} and definable continuous curves γx, γ
′
x : [0, 1] → X for each
x ∈ [−t0, t0]n−1 for some t0 > 0 such that γx(0) = γ
′
x(0) = (0, x), |γx(t) − (t, x)| ≤
ρ(t), |γ′x(t) − (t, x)| ≤ ρ(t) and limt→0 d(γx(t), γ
′
x(t)) 6= 0, i.e., ρ is so large that for all
x ∈ [−t0, t0]n−1, |γx(t)− (t, x)| and |γ
′
x(t)− (t, x)| functions in the variable t, are uniformly
bounded by ρ(t). Here the reason of existence of such a ρ is that if we remove a smaller
dimensional definable subset from the set of bad points then we can choose γx and γ
′
x for
each x ∈ [−t0, t0]n−1 so that the maps (0, 1] × [−t0, t0]n−1 ∋ (t, x) → γx(t), γ′x(t) ∈ X
are definable, continuous and definably continuously extended to [0, 1] × (−1, 1)n−1. For
simplicity of notation and without loss of generality we assume ρ(t) = t.
Consider the case n = 2. For each (t, x) ∈ (0, 1]×[−1, 1], set α(t, x) = sup0<t′≤t d((t, x), (t
′, x))
the supremum of the metrics of (t, x) and points on the half-open segment with ends (0, x)
and (t, x). Then α is a definable function but not necessarily continuous, limt→0 α(t, x) = 0
for each x ∈ [−1, 1] by the hypothesis on d, and hence shrinking [−1, 1] of (0, 1] × [−1, 1],
we assume that α is continuous and, moreover, extended to a continuous function α on
[0, 1]×[−1, 1]. By the same reason we suppose also that the function β on (0, 1/2]×[−1, 1/2],
defined by β(t, x) = sup0<t′≤t d((t, x), (t
′, x + t − t′)) the supremum of the metrics of (t, x)
and points on the half-open segment with ends (0, x + t) and (t, x), is definable, continuous
and extended to a continuous function β on [0, 1/2] × [−1, 1/2]. Clearly α = β = 0 on
{0}× [−1, 1/2]. Hence for any ǫ > 0 there exists small t0 > 0 such that α ≤ ǫ/3 and β ≤ ǫ/3
on [0, t0]× [−1, 1/2], which implies d((t, x), (t′, x′)) ≤ ǫ for (t, x), (t′, x′) ∈ (0, t0]× [−1, 1/2].
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Indeed, if x′ > x then
d((t, x), (t′, x′)) ≤
d((t, x), (t0, x)) + d((t0, x), (t0 + x− x
′, x′)) + d((t0 + x− x
′, x′), (t′, x′))
≤ α(t0, x) + β(t0, x) + α(t0, x
′) ≤ ǫ.
However, by the hypothesis that {0}× (−1, 1) consists only of bad points we have definable
continuous curves γ, γ′ : (0, t0] → (0, t0] × [−1, 1/2] such that limt→0 γ(t) = limt→0 γ′(t)
and limt→0 d(γ(t), γ
′(t)) 6= 0, which is a contradiction. Thus the case n = 2 is proved.
Let n > 2. We reduce to the case essentially n = 2. By the assumption that points of
{0} × (−1, 1)n−1 are all bad and by the above proof that the set of bad points is definable,
there exist c > 0 and a compact definable subset C of (−1, 1)n−1 of dimension n−1 such that
limt→0 d(γx(t), γ
′
x(t)) ≥ c for each x ∈ C and for some definable continuous curves γx, γ
′
x :
(0, 1] → X with limt→0 γx(t) = limt→0 γ′x(t) = (0, x). Here we suppose the following three
conditions: First C = [−1/2, 1/2]n−1 always for simplicity of notation, even if we shrink C in
the argument below. Secondly, there exist definable continuous maps γ, γ′ : (0, 1]× C → X
such that γx(t) = γ(t, x) and γ
′
x(t) = γ
′(t, x). The γx(t) and γ
′
x(t) are of the standard form.
Thirdly, γx(t) = (t, x) and γ
′
x(t) = (t, x2, . . . , xi−1, γ
′
x,i(t), xi+1, . . . , xn) for some i for the
following reason:
Set
γix(t) = (t, γx,2(t), . . . , γx,i(t), γ
′
x,i+1(t), . . . , γ
′
x,n(t)) for i = 1, . . . , n.
Then γ1x = γ
′
x, γ
n
x = γx and limt→0 γ
i
x(t) = (0, x). Consider the pairs (γ
i−1
x , γ
i
x), i =
2, . . . , n. At least one of them, say, (γi−1x , γ
i
x) has the same property as (γx, γ
′
x), i.e.,
limt→0 d(γ
i−1
x (t), γ
i
x(t)) ≥ c/(n − 1). Hence we can replace (γx, γ
′
x) by (γ
i−1
x , γ
i
x), and as-
sume that γx(t) and γ
′
x(t) are of the forms, respectively,
(t, γx,2(t), . . . , γx,i−1(t), γx,i(t), γx,i+1(t), . . . , γx,n(t)) and
(t, γx,2(t), . . . , γx,i−1(t), γ
′
x,i(t), γx,i+1(t), . . . , γx,n(t)).
We need to further simplify the forms. For this we need the property that the map
(0, 1] × C ∋ (t, x) → γx(t) ∈ (0, 1] × (−1, 1)
n−1 is an embedding. Let Dt0 denote the set
of points of (0, t0] × C where γ is not C1 regular for 0 < t0 < 1. Assume that Dt0 is of
dimension n for any small t0. Then γ(Dt0) is of dimension < n, and by shrinking C and
decreasing t0, we can assume that Dt0 = (0, t0]×C. But γ(Dt0)− γ(Dt0) contains {0} × C
since every set and map are definable, which contradicts the fact dim γ(Dt0) < n. Hence
Dt0 is of dimension < n for some small t0, and we can assume Dt0 = ∅. Moreover, by
similar arguments we see the local covering number of the immersion γ at each point of the
image near {0}× (−1/2, 1/2)n−1 is one, and hence the continuous extension of γ|(0, t0]×C to
[0, t0]× C is a continuous embedding into [0, 1]× (−1, 1)
n−1. Hence γ−1 ◦ γ′x : (0, t0]→ X
is a well-defined continuous curve if we shrink C and decrease t0, and we can replace γx and
γ′x by the maps (0, t0] ∋ t → (t, x) ∈ X and γ
−1 ◦ γ′x respectively. Then γx(t) and γ
′
x(t) are
of the required forms, i.e., the third condition holds.
We can regard γ and γ′ satisfying the third condition as curves in (0, t0)×R. Therefore,
Lemma 1 is proved also in the case n > 2.
Let X and d be as above. We call a bad point x r-bad for a positive definable continuous
function r = r(t) on (0, 1] if there exist definable continuous curves γ, γ′ : (0, 1] → X
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of the standard form such that limt→0 γ(t) = limt→0 γ
′(t) = x, limt→0 d(γ(t), γ
′(t)) 6= 0
and {|γ(t) − γ′(t)|/r(t) : t ∈ (0, 1]} is bounded. (If X is a general definable metric space,
a curve of the standard form is meaningless. In this case we replace the condition that
{|γ(t) − γ′(t)|/r(t)} is bounded by one that {|γ(s) − γ′(s′)|/r(t) : s, s′, t ∈ (0, 1], |γ(s)| =
t, |γ′(s′)| = t} is bounded or, equivalently, that |γ ◦ |γ|−1(t)− γ′ ◦ |γ′|−1(t)|/r(t) is bounded,
where |γ| denotes the function (0, 1] ∋ t → |γ(t)| ∈ R, and we call the point limt→0 γ(t)
r-bad.) We say that x is not an r-bad point if it is not a bad point or it is a bad point but
not an r-bad point. Then the second lemma is the following:
Lemma 2. There are no r-bad points for some r. This is weaker than (actually equivalent
to) the condition |γ(t)−γ′(t)| > r(t), t ∈ (0, t0], for some r, for any two definable continuous
curves γ and γ′ of the standard form such that limt→0 γ(t) = limt→0 γ
′(t) ∈ {0}× [−1, 1]n−1
and limt→0 d(γ(t), γ
′(t)) 6= 0 and for some t0 ∈ (0, 1]. (The same statement holds for
a general definable metric space if the condition |γ(t) − γ′(t)| > r(t) is replaced by one
|γ ◦ |γ|−1(t)− γ′ ◦ |γ′|−1(t)| > r(t).)
Proof. We treat only the case X = (0, ∞)× [−1, 1]n−1. Let r = r(t) be a positive definable
continuous function on (0, 1]. We first prove that the set of r-bad points is definable. Let S
be the set defined in the proof of Lemma 1, and set
Sr = {(t, x2, . . . , xn, y2, . . . , yn, u, v, w) ∈ S ×R : u ≤ wr(t)},
S′r = ∪w∈R(Sr ∩R
2n+1 × [0, w]).
Then the set of r-bad points is the image of S′r ∩ {0}× [−1, 1]
2n−2×{0}× (0, ∞)×R under
the projection of R2n+2 onto the first n factors by the same reason as that the set of bad
points is the image of S ∩ {0}× [−1, 1]2n−2 × {0}× (0, ∞). Hence the set of r-bad points is
definable.
If we fix γ and γ′, we of course have r such that |γ(t)− γ′(t)| > r(t). Next we will choose
r independently of γ an γ′ by a method of quantifier elimination. For each v ∈ (0, ∞),
let T (v) denote the subset of (0, 1] × [0, 1] consisting of points (t, u) such that t ≤ v/2
and (t, x2, . . . , xn, y2, . . . , yn, u, v) ∈ S for some (x2, . . . , xn, y2, . . . , yn) ∈ [−1, 1]2n−2. Set
T = ∪v∈(0,∞)T (v) × {v}. Then for each v ∈ (0, ∞), T (v) ∩ [0, 1] × {0} ⊂ {(0, 0)} because
T (v) is contained and closed in (0, 1] × [0, 1], because T (v) ∩ (0, 1] × {0} = ∅ and hence
because some definable neighborhood of (0, 1] × {0} in [0, 1] × [0, 1] does not touch T (v).
Hence T ∩ [0, ∞) × {0} × [0, ∞) ⊂ {0} × {0} × [0, ∞) because t ≤ v/2 for (t, u, v) ∈ T .
Therefore, q(T ), the image under the projection q of [0, 1]2 × [0, ∞) forgetting the last
factor, intersects with [0, 1]×{0} at most at the origin. Clearly q(T ) is definable and closed
in Rn. Consequently, there exists a non-negative definable continuous function r on [0, 1]
such that r−1(0) = {0} and q(T )∩{(t, u) ∈ [0, 1]2 : r(t) ≥ u} ⊂ {(0, 0)}, i.e., q(T ) ⊂ {(t, u) ∈
(0, 1]× [0, 1] : r(t) < u}. The last inclusion means that |γ(t)− γ′(t)| ≥ r(t), t ∈ (0, t0], for
any definable continuous curves γ, γ′ : (0, 1]→ (0, 1]× [−1, 1]n−1 of the standard form such
that limt→0 γ(t) = limt→0 γ
′(t) and limt→0 d(γ(t), γ
′(t)) 6= 0 if exist and for some t0 ∈ (0, 1].
Indeed, for such γ, γ′ and small t > 0 we have
(t, |γ(t)− γ′(t)|, d(γ(t), γ′(t))) ∈ T, hence (t, |γ(t)− γ′(t)|) ∈ q(T ) and r(t) < |γ(t)− γ′(t)|.
Hence there is no r′-bad (not r-bad) point, where r′ is the function defined by r′(t) =
r(t)/t.
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Remark. For each c ∈ [−1, 1]n−k, set Xc = (0, 1] × [−1, 1]k−1 × {c} and dc = d|Xc , and
define c-bad points of {0}× [−1, 1]k−1×{c} and r-c-bad points for the above r by dc likewise
bad points and r-bad points by d. Then a c-bad point is a bad point, and an r-c-bad point is
an r-bad point.
If a manifold has boundary then we call it a manifold with boundary. A C1 manifold
with corners is a C1 manifold in which each point has a neighborhood C1 diffeomorphic to
R×· · ·×R× [0, ∞)×· · ·× [0, ∞). We may call a C1 manifold with boundary a C1 manifold
with corners. By the symbols ∂ and Int we mean the boundary and the interior of a C1
manifold with corners but not those as a subset of its ambient Euclidean space. For definable
sets X ⊂ Y , let bdryX denote the boundary of X in Y as a topological subspace when Y
is clear by the context. Let Y be a C1 manifold possibly with corners, and Z1 and Z2 C
1
submanifolds possibly with corners. We say that Z1 intersects transversally Z2 in Y if the
tangent spaces of Z1 and Z2 at any point of Z1 ∩ Z2 span the tangent space of Y at the
point as linear spaces. For example, the segment [0, 1]× {0} intersects transversally the one
{0} × [0, 1] in [0, 1]2.
Let X be a C1 manifold with corners, and {X0, . . . , XdimX} be the stratification of X into
definable C1 manifolds such that Xi is the set of definably C
1 smooth points of X−∪i−1i′=0Xi′
of dimension i, i = 0, . . . , dimX . Note XdimX = IntX . We call {X0, . . . , XdimX} the
canonical stratification of X . We make
the face assumption that the closure of each connected component of each Xi is a definable
C1 manifold possibly with corners.
We call the closure a face of X , a face a proper face if it is not a connected component of
X . Note that a face of a face is a face. We have in mind an example of such a manifold with
corners: [0, ∞) × Rn−1 ∩ N, n > 2, where N = {x ∈ Rn : |x| ≥ 1}, whose proper faces are
[0, ∞)×Rn−1 ∩ ∂N , {0} ×Rn−1 ∩N and {0} ×Rn−1 ∩ ∂N . An example of a C1 manifold
X with corners, of dimension 2 and with the canonical stratification {X0, X1, X2} such that
X1 is connected and X1 is not a C
1 manifold possibly with corners is {(x, y) ∈ R2 : xy ≥
(x2 + y2)2, x ≥ 0}. Recall that given a C1 manifold Y˜ , its C1 submanifold Y with corners
satisfying the face assumption and another C1 submanifold Z, if Z intersects transversally
each face of Y in Y˜ then Y ∩ Z is a C1 manifold possibly with corners satisfying the face
assumption and ∂(Y ∩ Z) = ∂Y ∩ Z.
Definition 1. The idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is to use blows up. However, we exchange
blows up with hole-blows-up, which are convenient for our problem, because for the blow up
ψ : Y → Rn of Rn with center 0, we cannot characterize ψ−1(0) in Y , while if ψ : Y → Rn
is the hole-blow-up of Rn with center 0, then Y is a definable C1 manifold with boundary
and ψ−1(0) is the boundary. A hole-blow-up of Rn with center 0 is the pair of a definable C1
manifold N with boundary and a definable C1 map ψ : N → Rn such that N = {x ∈ Rn :
|x| ≥ ǫ} for some small ǫ > 0, ψ|N−∂N is a diffeomorphism onto Rn − {0} and ψ(x1, . . . , xn)
is of the form (x1, x1x2, . . . , x1xn) for some local coordinate systems (x1, . . . , xn) of N at
each point of ∂N and of Rn at 0. Such a ψ is defined, e.g., by ψ(x) = (1− ǫ/|x|)x. Note that
the blow up of Rn with center 0 is the quotient space of N where two points x and −x in ∂N
are identified. For a definable C1 manifold X of dimension k contained in Rn and containing
0, we define a hole-blow-up of X with center 0 to be the map ψ : X ∩N → X for small ǫ > 0
through a definable C1 diffeomorphism φ : {x ∈ X : |x| ≤ 2ǫ} → {x ∈ Rk : |x| ≤ 2ǫ} with
|φ(x)| = |x|. Here we choose ψ to be the identity map on {x ∈ X : |x| ≥ 3ǫ} and so that its
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restriction to X ∩ IntN is a diffeomorphism onto X − {0}. If X is a definable C1 manifold
contained in Rn, X is a definable C1 manifold with boundary X −X and X −X contains 0,
then we define a hole-blow-up ψ : X∩N → X of X with center 0 so that ψ(X∩N) = X∪{0}
by using a local coordinate system of X at 0 in the same way. Note that X ∩N is a definable
C1 manifold with corners. Other notes are the following:
Consider the case of X = (0, ∞)×Rn−1 with a definable metric d on X. Let ψ : X∩N → X
be a hole-blow-up of X with center 0. Assume that 0 is not a t-bad point, i.e., for any
definable continuous curves γ, γ′ : (0, 1] → X − {0} × Rn−1 of the standard form such that
limt→0 γ(t) = limt→0 γ
′(t) = 0 and |γ(t) − γ′(t)|/t is bounded, the d(γ(t), γ′(t)) converges
to 0 as t → 0. (We do not assume that d is continuously extended to X − {0}.) Then the
metric dψ on X ∩ IntN defined by dψ(x, x′) = d(ψ(x), ψ(x′)) is continuously extended to
(X ∩ IntN) ∪ (X ∩ ∂N).
Let X = Rn − {0} × Rk with a definable metric d, 0 ≤ k < n − 1. (If k = n − 1, this
note is similar to the above one but false.) Let a function r on Rn be defined by r(t) = |x|.
Let ψ : N → Rn be a hole-blow-up of Rn with center 0 such that ψ(X ∩ N) = X as above.
Assume that 0 is not an r-bad point. Then the metric dψ on X ∩ IntN defined by d and ψ
as above is continuously extended to (X ∩ IntN) ∪ (X ∩ ∂N).
We say that dψ is defined by d and ψ. The continuous extension in the notes means that
the function (X∩IntN)2 ∋ (x, x′)→ dψ(x, x′) ∈ R is continuously extended to ((X∩IntN)∪
(X ∩ ∂N))2 or, equivalently, dψ is extended to a pseudo metric on (X ∩ IntN) ∪ (X ∩ ∂N)
but not to a metric there.
Proof of the notes. We prove the first note by reductio ad absurdum. Assume the
contrary. Then there exist definable continuous curves γ, γ′ : (0, 1] → X ∩ IntN such that
limt→0 γ(t) = limt→0 γ
′(t) ∈ X ∩ ∂N and limt→0 dψ(γ(t), γ′(t)) 6= 0. There are two cases:
limt→0 γ(t) ∈ X ∩ ∂N or limt→0 γ(t) ∈ X ∩ ∂N −X . Consider the first case. Choose local
definable C1 coordinate systems (t, x2, . . . , xn) of N at the point limt→0 γ(t) and (y1, . . . , yn)
of Rn at the origin so that N = {(t, x2, . . . , xn) : t ≥ 0}, limt→0 γ(t) = (0, . . . , 0), the origin
in Rn is (0, . . . , 0) of the coordinate system and ψ(t, x2, . . . , xn) = (t, tx2, . . . , txn). Then
we can suppose that γ and γ′ are of the standard form, i.e., γ(t) and γ′(t) are of the form
(t, γ2(t)) and (t, γ
′
2(t)), respectively, as in the proof of Lemma 1 since dψ on X∩IntN satisfies
the condition in Theorem 1. It follows ψ ◦ γ(t) = (t, tγ2(t)) and ψ ◦ γ′(t) = (t, tγ′2(t)), and
we have
dψ(γ(t), γ
′(t)) = d(ψ ◦ γ(t), ψ ◦ γ′(t)) = d
(
(t, tγ2(t)), (t, tγ
′
2(t))
)
.
Hence
lim
t→0
(t, tγ2(t)) = lim
t→0
(t, tγ′2(t)) = 0, lim
t→0
d
(
(t, tγ2(t)), (t, tγ
′
2(t))
)
6= 0
and |(t, tγ2(t)) − (t, tγ′2(t))|/t (= |γ2(t) − γ
′
2(t)|) is bounded, which means that 0 in R
n is
a t-bad point with respect to d. This contradicts the hypothesis that 0 is not a t-bad
point. In the case limt→0 γ(t) ∈ X ∩ ∂N −X , we modify γ and γ′ so that γ(t) = (t, γ2(t))
and γ′(t) = (t, γ′2(t)) for some local definable C
1 coordinate systems (t, x2, . . . , xn) of N
at the point limt→0 γ(t) and (y1, . . . , yn) of R
n at 0 such that limt→0 γ(t) = (0, . . . , 0),
X ∩ N = {(t, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn : t ≥ 0, x2 > 0}, X = {(y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Rn : y2 > 0} and
ψ(t, x2, . . . , xn) = (t, tx2, . . . , txn). Then ψ ◦ γ(t) and ψ ◦ γ′(t) are of the form (t, tγ2(t)) and
(t, tγ′2(t)) respectively. Any of them is not of the standard form sinceX = {y2 > 0}. However,
the same contradiction is obtained because the set {|γ ◦ |γ|−1(t)−γ′ ◦ |γ′|−1(t)|/t : t ∈ [0, 1]}
is bounded. The second note follows in the same way.
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We continue the definition of a hole-blow-up. Let X = (0, ∞) × Rn−1, and {a1, . . . , ak}
be a finite subset of {0}×Rn−1. We define a hole-blow-up ψ : X ∩N → X of X with center
{a1, . . . , ak} by induction on k as follows: If k = 1, it is already defined. Assume that a
hole-blow-up ψk−1 : X ∩Nk−1 → X of X with center {a1, . . . , ak−1} is given so that Nk−1 =
{x ∈ Rn : |x− al| ≥ ǫl, l = 1, . . . , k− 1} and ak ∈ IntNk−1. Choose ǫk > 0 so small that the
set {x ∈ Rn : |x−ak| ≤ 3ǫk} is contained in Nk−1. Set Nk = {x ∈ Nk−1 : |x−ak| ≥ ǫk}, and
naturally define a hole-blow-up φk : X ∩Nk → X ∩ Nk−1 of X ∩ Nk with center ak. Then
ψ = ψk−1 ◦ φk : X ∩Nk → X is a hole-blow-up of X with center {a1, . . . , ak}. As in the case
k = 1, if any of a1, . . . , ak is not a t-bad point, then the metric dψ on X ∩ N defined by d
and ψ is continuously extended to (X ∩N) ∪ (X ∩ ∂N).
Next we consider the center of positive dimension. First a hole-blow-up of Rn with
center C = {0} × Rk−1 (⊂ Rn) is the pair of the definable C1 manifold N = {(x, y) ∈
Rn−k+1 × Rk−1 : |x| ≥ ǫ} for some small ǫ > 0 and a definable C1 map ψ : N →
Rn such that ψ|N−∂N is a diffeomorphism onto Rn − C and ψ(x1, . . . , xn) is of the form
(x1, x1x2, . . . , x1xn−k, xn−k+1, . . . , xn) for local coordinate systems (x1, . . . , xn) of N at a
point of ∂N and of Rn at the image of the point under ψ. For X = (0, ∞)×Rn−1, we define
a hole-blow-up of X with center C to be ψ|X∩N : X ∩ N → X for a hole-blow-up ψ of R
n
with center C such that ψ−1(X) = X ∩N .
We define a hole-blow-up in a general setting. Let X be a definable C1 manifold possibly
with corners contained in Rn such thatX is also a definable C1 manifold possibly with corners
satisfying the face assumption and X−X is a face of X. Let C be a definable contractible C1
manifold possibly with corners contained and closed in X−X such that ∂C ⊂ ∂(X−X), the
face assumption holds and C intersects transversally to each proper face of X−X in X−X .
Then we have a definable C1 tubular neighborhood V of C in X , a definable C1 submersive
retraction π : V → C and a definable C1 diffeomorphism ρ = (π, ρ2) : V → C × π−1(c) for
some c ∈ C such that the map V − C ∋ x→ (π(x), |x − π(x)|) ∈ C × (0, ∞) is a proper C1
submersion onto {(x, t) ∈ C × (0, ∞) : t < 2ǫ ◦ π(x)} for some small positive definable C1
function ǫ on C, ρ(V ∩X) = C×(π−1(c)∩X), |ρ2(x)−c|/ǫ(c) = |x−π(x)|/ǫ◦π(x) and ρ2 = id
on π−1(c). Hence V = {x ∈ X : |x− π(x)| < 2ǫ ◦ π(x)}. (Existence of π is easily shown by a
definable C1 partition of unity and an elementary argument. We omit the details of the proof
(see page 162 in [2] for the construction of a definable C1 partition of unity). Then existence
of ρ follows from the assumption that C is contractible and the o-minimal version of Thom’s
first isotopy lemma, Theorem II.6.1 in [2].) Set NC = X − {x ∈ V : |x − π(x)| < ǫ ◦ π(x)},
which is a definable C1 manifold possibly with corners satisfying the face assumption. Let
bdryNC always be the boundary of the topological subspace NC of X. Note that bdryNC is
equal to (∂NC − ∂X ) and a definable C1 manifold possibly with corners satisfying the face
assumption. Then the π restricted to bdryNC is extended to a definable C
1 map ψ : NC → X
so that ψ = id on X − V , π ◦ ψ = π on V ∩ NC , ψ|NC−bdryNC is a diffeomorphism onto
X − C, ψ(X ∩ NC) = X and ψ is described by a local coordinate system at each point of
bdryNC as in the case X = (0, ∞) × Rn−1 and C = {0} × Rk−1 by existence of ρ. We
call ψ : NC → X a hole-blow-up of X with center C and such (X,C) a pair of definable
C1 manifolds possibly with corners admitting a hole-blow-up. An example of such a pair is
((0, ∞) × [−1, 1]n−1, {0} × [−1, 1]k−1), k < n. (We can obviously define a hole-blow-up of
X with center C without the assumption that C is contractible or existence of ρ. We assume
this for simplicity of presentation. Hence we do not assume it in the argument below.)
In the argument below we will shrink only ǫ. To be precise, we replace ǫ by smaller
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ǫ′, we define Vǫ′ by ǫ
′ in the same way, we set πǫ′ = π|Vǫ′ and we obtain a hole-blow-
up ψǫ′ : NCǫ′ → X by Vǫ′ and πǫ′ . We say that ψ : NC → X is normally modified (to
ψǫ′ : NCǫ′ → X). Note the following fact: Let d be a definable metric on X , and dψ
the metric on X ∩ NC − bdryNC defined by d and ψ. Assume the restriction of dψ to
π−1(x)∩X ∩NC − bdryNC is continuously extended to π−1(x) ∩ ((X ∩NC)∪ bdryNC) for
each x ∈ C. Then this property depends only on π and hence continues to hold after any
normal modification of ψ.
Definition 2. Let r be a positive integer. Let C be a definable Cr manifold in Rn. A
definable tube at C is a triple U = (|U |, π, ξ), where |U | is a definable open neighborhood of
C in Rn, π : |U | → C is a definable submersive Cr retraction and ξ is a definable nonnegative
continuous function on |U | such that ξ−1(0) = C and (π, ξ)||U|−C : |U | −C → C ×R is a C
r
submersion. Let {Ci : i = 1, . . . , k} be a stratification of a definable set in Rn into definable
Cr manifolds such that dimCi ≤ dimCi′ if i ≤ i′. We call {Ci} a Whitney definable Cr
stratification if the following Whitney condition holds:
Let al and bl, l ∈ N, be sequences in Ci′ and Ci with i < i′, respectively, both converging
to a point b in Ci. Assume that the sequence of the tangent spaces TalCi′ , l ∈ N, converges
to a subspace T of Rn in the Grassmannian Gn,n′ and the sequence of the lines in R
n passing
through 0 and al − bl, l ∈ N, converges to a line L in Rn in Gn,1, where n′ = dimCi′ . Then
the Whitney condition says that L ⊂ T .
A definable tube system for {Ci} consists of one definable tube Ui = (|Ui|, πi, ξi) at each
Ci. We call a definable tube system {Ui} for {Ci} controlled if each pair i and i′ with
(Ci′ − Ci′ ) ∩Ci 6= ∅, the following condition holds:
πi ◦ πi′ = πi and ξi ◦ πi′ = ξi on |Ui| ∩ |Ui′ |.
We easily see that ξi|Ui∩Ci′ is C
r regular by the Whitney condition. From this it follows that
for each i, the sets Rn−∪i′<i{x ∈ Ui′ : ξi′(x) < ǫi′} and Ci−∪i′<i{x ∈ Ui′ : ξi′ (x) < ǫi′} are
definable Cr manifolds possibly with corners for sufficiently small positive numbers ǫ1, . . . , ǫk
such that ǫ1 ≫ · · · ≫ ǫk.
We know the following: First, any definable set admits a Whitney definable Cr strati-
fication ((II.1.14) in [2]). Secondly, there exists a controlled definable tube system for any
Whitney definable Cr stratification (Lemma II.6.10, ibid.). Thirdly, we can choose a Whit-
ney definable Cr stratification of a definable set D so that the subset of D of definably Cr
smooth points of dimension = dimD is one of the strata ((II.1.10), ibid.).
Definition 3. Let {Ci : i = 1, 2, . . .} be a Whitney definable Cr stratification of a definable
set X locally closed in its ambient Euclidean space such that Ci ⊃ C1 for any i. Let
U = (|U |, π, ξ) be a definable tube at C1, and ǫ be a sufficiently small positive number. Let
C0 be a compact definable C
r manifold possibly with corners contained in IntC1 and of the
same dimension. Set
X0 = {x ∈ X ∩ |U | : π(x) ∈ C0, ξ(x) ≤ 2ǫ} and X00 = {x ∈ X0 : ξ(x) ≥ ǫ}.
Then by the Whitney condition and the o-minimal version of Thom’s first isotopy lemma,
there is a hole-blow-up ψ : X00 → X0 of X0 − C0 with center C0, i.e., ψ is a definable C0
map, ψ = id on {x ∈ X00 : ξ(x) = 2ǫ}, π ◦ ψ = π, ξ ◦ ψ = 2(ξ − ǫ) and ψ restricted to
Ci ∩ {x ∈ X00 : ξ(x) > ǫ} is a Cr diffeomorphism onto Ci ∩X0 for i > 1. However, ψ is not
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necessarily of the form of a blow up locally at a point x of X00 with ξ(x) = ǫ. We can extend
ψ to ψ : {x ∈ X ∩ π−1(C0) : ξ(x) ≥ ǫ} → X ∩ π−1(C0) by setting ψ = id outside X00. Note
that ψ depends on {Ci} and U .
We can define a hole-blow-up of a definable set with center any definable closed subsets
(see Figure 1). We will explain and use it in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3.
Consider a pair (X,C) of definable C1 manifolds possibly with corners admitting a hole-
blow-up ψ : NC → X. Let d be a definable metric on X . Then it is natural to ask whether the
metric dψ onX∩N−bdryN defined by d and ψ is continuously extended to (X∩N)∪bdryN .
If this is the case, Theorem 1 is easy to prove. However, this is false except for dimX ≤ 2.
The following third lemma solve the problem:
Lemma 3. Let (X,C) be a pair of definable C1 manifolds possibly with corners admitting
a hole-blow-up (Definition 1), and let ψ : NC → X be a hole-blow-up of X with center C.
Let d be a definable metric on X. Assume that each point of C is not a t-bad point. (We do
not assume that d is continuously extended to X − C.) Then there exists a definable closed
subset C′ of C of dimension < dimC such that the metric dψ on X ∩NC − bdryNC defined
by d and ψ is continuously extended to (X ∩NC) ∪ bdryNC − ψ−1(C′).
Let NC′ be the complement in X of a definable open neighborhood UC′ of C
′ in X such
that NC′ is a definable C
1 manifold with corners satisfying the face assumption and each
proper face of NC′ intersects transversally C in X. Let ψC′ : NC′ → X be a definable
continuous map such that its restriction to NC′−bdryNC′ is a diffeomorphism onto X−C′,
ψC′(X ∩NC′) = X and ψC′(C ∩NC′) = C. Assume that the metric on X ∩NC′ − bdryNC′
defined by d and ψC′ is continuously extended to (X∩NC′)∪bdryNC′ . If we normally modify
ψ : NC → X then bdryNC intersects transversally each face of NC′ in X, ψ(NC′∩NC) = NC′
and the metric on X ∩NC′ ∩NC − bdry(NC′ ∩NC) defined by d and ψC′ ◦ψ is continuously
extended to (X ∩NC′ ∩NC) ∪ bdry(NC′ ∩NC).
We can say that d becomes continuously extendable to C through ψC′◦ψ since bdry(NC′∩
NC) = (ψC′ ◦ ψ)−1(C).
Proof. We proceed with the proof of the first statement as in the proof of Lemma 1. We
need to define C′. We can replace (X,C) by (π−1(c)×C, {c} ×C) for the above π : V → C
as the problem depends only on π and is local at C. Moreover, we assume (X,X −X,C) =
(B(n − k) × Rk, {0} × B(l) × Rk, {0} × Rk), 0 < k < n − 1, l < n − k, for simplicity of
notation, where B(i) is the closed unit disk in Ri with center 0. For each t ∈ (0, 1] and each
y ∈ Rk, set
δ0(t, y) = sup{d((x, y), (sx, y)) : x ∈ B(n− k)− {0} ×B(l), s ∈ (0, 1], |x| = t}.
Note that sups∈(0, 1] d((x, y), (sx, y)) is the supremum of the metrics of (x, y) and points in
the half-open segment joining (x, y) and (0, y). Fix y. Then δ0(t, y) is a definable continuous
function on (0, 1] and limt→0 δ0(t, y) = 0 because after a hole-blow-up of (B(n− k)− {0} ×
B(l)) × {y} with center (0, y), d|(B(n−k)−{0}×B(l))×{y} becomes continuously extendable to
the boundary in B(n− k)×{y} of the manifold with boundary of the hole-blow-up as shown
near the beginning of Definition 1 of hole-blows-up. Let δ0 denote the extension of δ0 to
[0, 1]×Rk defined to be 0 on {0}×Rk, which is definable but not necessarily continuous at
{0} × Rk. Let C′0 be the closure of the subset of C where δ0 is not continuous. Then C
′
0 is
definable and of dimension< k by the same reason as in the proof of Lemma 1. As there,
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we need functions other than δ0. For i = 1, . . . , k, we define δi by the half-open segments
joining (x, y) and (0, y+ |x|ei) likewise δ0 by the half-open segments joining (x, y) and (0, y),
where ei denotes the i-th unit vector in R
k. We also define C′i by δi in the same way, which
is definable and of dimension< k. Set C′ = ∪C′i. We show that C
′ satisfies the condition in
Lemma 3. This is equivalent to the following statement:
Set N = {(x, y) ∈ Rn−k×Rk : |x| ≥ 1}, and let d be a definable metric on IntN−{0}×Rl+k.
Assume two conditions. The first is that for each y ∈ Rk, the restriction of d to (Rn−k −
{0} × Rl) × {y} ∩ IntN is continuously extended to ((N − {0} × Rl) ∪ ∂N) ∩ Rn−k × {y}.
We define a definable function δ0 on [0, 1]×Rk by the half-open segments joining (x, y) and
(x/|x|, y) likewise the above δ0 by the half-open segments joining (x, y) and (0, y). Next, for
i = 1, . . . , k also, we define a definable function δi on [0, 1] × Rk by the half-open segments
joining (x, y) and (x/|x|, y + (|x| − 1)ei). Then the second condition is that δ0, . . . , δk are
continuous. Under these condition, d is continuously extended to (N − {0} ×Rl+k) ∪ ∂N .
We can prove this statement in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1. We omit the
details. The second statement of Lemma 3 is clear by the above proof and the following
obvious fact:
Let Y, Z1 and Z2 be compact C
1 manifolds possibly with corners, satisfying the face
assumption and such that Z1 ⊂ Y, Z2 ⊂ Y, ∂Z1 ⊂ ∂Y and Z1 intersects transversally faces
of Y and Z2 in Y . Let π be a definable C
1 submersive retraction onto Z1 of a neighborhood
V of Z1 in Y . Then for sufficiently small ǫ > 0 ∈ R, the set {y ∈ V : |y − π(y)| = ǫ} is a C
1
manifold possibly with corners satisfying the face assumption and it intersects transversally
each face of Y and Z2 in Y .
3 Proof of Theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. The uniqueness and the “only if ” part are obvious. Hence we only
prove that X is compactifiable under the condition in Theorem 1. Note that d is bounded
for the following reason:
Assume the contrary. Then by the curve selection lemma, there are definable continuous
curves γ, γ′ : (0, 1]→ X such that d(γ(t), γ′(t))→∞ as t→ 0. We have
d(γ(t), γ′(t)) ≤ d(γ(t), γ(1/2)) + d(γ′(t), γ′(1/2)) + d(γ(1/2), γ′(1/2)).
By the condition in Theorem 1, d(γ(t), γ(1/2)) and d(γ′(t), γ′(1/2)), t ∈ (0, 1/2], are bounded.
Hence d(γ(t), γ′(t)), t ∈ (0, 1/2], is bounded, which is a contradiction.
We can assume X = (0, 1]× [−1, 1]n−1 after the following four steps: Let X be contained
and bounded in Rn. Then we first assume that X is locally closed in Rn because we can
replace X by X − (X − X) by uniqueness of the compactification and X − (X − X) is
locally closed, where the symbol ( ) stands for the closure in Rn of a subset ( ) of Rn.
Secondly, we suppose that X−X = {0} by replacing X by the definable set {(φ(x)x, φ(x)) ∈
Rn+1 : x ∈ X} for a definable continuous function φ on X with zero set X − X . Thirdly,
X = (0, 1] × {x ∈ X : |x| = 1} because by the o-minimal version of Thom’s first isotopy
lemma, there is a definable homeomorphism π : (0, 1]×{x ∈ X : |x| = ǫ} → {x ∈ X : |x| ≤ ǫ}
for small ǫ > 0 such that |π(t, x)| = ǫt. Fourthly, X = (0, 1]× [−1, 1]n−1 as follows: By the
triangulation theorem of definable sets, we assume that {x ∈ X : |x| = 1} is the underlying
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polyhedron of a finite simplicial complex K. For each simplex σ of K, we will choose a
definable continuous embedding πσ : (0, 1]×σ → Rnσ of compactification of (0, 1]×σ. Then
we can extend πσ to a definable bounded continuous map πσ : X → Rnσ . Hence the map
X ∋ x→ Πσ∈Kπσ(x) ∈ Πσ∈KRnσ is a pseudo-compactification of X , which means that the
closure of its image is a pseudo-metric space. We will show that a pseudo-compactification
can be modified to a compactification later. Thus it is sufficient to prove the proof of Theorem
1 in the case X = (0, 1]× σ and hence X = (0, 1]× [−1, 1]n−1.
Let r be a small definable increasing continuous function on (0, 1] satisfying the condition
in Lemma 2, i.e., there is no r-bad point. We will construct a definable continuous map ψ
from a compact definable C1 manifold Y with corners to X such that Y ⊂ X , ψ−1(X) is
dense in Y and the map ψ|ψ−1(X) : ψ
−1(X) → X is a homeomorphism. We also define a
definable metric dψ on ψ
−1(X) by d and ψ and a definable continuous function rψ by dψ
likewise r by d. Then it suffices to find Y and ψ so that dψ is continuously extended to Y
or, equivalently, rψ = 1. Here we can assume that r(t) = t, i.e., there is no t-bad point,
by replacing the germ of (0, 1] × [−1, 1]n−1 at {0} × [−1, 1]n−1 through the embedding
(0, 1]× [−1, 1]n−1 ∋ (t, x)→ (r(t), x) ∈ (0, ∞)× [−1, 1]n−1.
Consider the case n = 2 where we see the essence of the proof. Let {a1, . . . , ak} be the set
of bad points of (X, d), and ψ : [0, ∞)× [−1, 1]∩N → [0, ∞)× [−1, 1] be a hole-blow-up of
X with center {a1, . . . , ak}. Then the metric dψ on (0, ∞)× [−1, 1] ∩ IntN is continuously
extended to [0, ∞)× [−1, 1]∩N . Thus a pseudo-compactification is proved in the case n = 2.
Let n > 2. Let C denote the subset of {0} × [−1, 1]n−1 of bad points. Let {Ci : i =
1, . . . , k} be a Whitney definable C1 stratification of C such that dimCi ≤ dimCi′ if i ≤ i′.
Let {Ui = (|Ui|, πi, ξi)} be a controlled definable tube system for {Ci}. Let ǫ1, . . . , ǫk be
sufficiently small positive numbers such that ǫ1 ≫ · · · ≫ ǫk, and set
Vi = {x ∈ Ui ∩X : ξi(x) ≤ ǫi} − ∪i′<i{x ∈ Ui′ : ξi′(x) < ǫi′}.
Then for each i, (X−∪i′<iVi′ ) and (Ci−∪i′<iVi′ ) are compact definable C1 manifolds possibly
with corners satisfying the face assumption, and the pair
(
(X − ∪i′<iVi′ ), (Ci − ∪i′<iVi′ )
)
admits a hole-blow-up ψi : (X−∪i′≤iVi′)→ (X−∪i′<iVi′ ). (See Figure 1.) Here ψi is defined
by the definable C1 submersive retraction πi|Vi : Vi → (Ci − ∪i′<iVi′ ). We will normally
modify ψi. To be precise, we will shrink not only Vi but also Ci to Vˆi and Cˆi, respectively, so
that Vˆi is defined by ǫˆi smaller than ǫi, and we replace πi|Vi by πi|Vˆi∩π−1i (Cˆi)
. In this case also,
if dψi restricted to (X−Vi)∩π
−1
i (x) is continuously extended to ((X−Vi)∪∂Vi)∩π
−1
i (x) for
any x ∈ (Ci − ∪i′<iVi′ ) then this property continues to hold after this normal modification
of ψi.
We modify {Ci} and {Ui} so that dψi on X−∪i′≤iVi′ defined by d and ψi is continuously
extended to (X−∪i′≤iVi′)∪(∂Vi−∪i′<iVi′ ) for any {ǫi}. We proceed by downward induction.
Assume that dψi+1 , . . . , dψk satisfy this condition for some i. We need to shrink Ci and
enlarge ∪i−1i′=1Ci′ since dψi does not necessarily satisfy the condition. By Lemma 3 there
exists a definable closed subset C′i of Ci of dimension < dimCi such that dψi on X−∪i′≤iVi′
is continuously extended to (X − ∪i′≤iVi′) ∪ (∂Vi − ∪i′<iVi′ ) − ψ
−1
i (C
′). Replace Ci by
Ci − C′i and substratify {Ci − C
′
i, C
′
i,∪i′<iCi′} to a Whitney definable C
1 stratification
{C′′i′ : i
′ ≤ i}, although the number of C1, . . . , Ci may change but we ignore it. Then
dψi , . . . , dψk satisfy the condition even if ψi, . . . , ψk are normally modified and hence when
we modify Ui− π
−1
i (C
′
i), Ui+1, . . . , Uk for any ǫi, . . . , ǫk. This property is important. Indeed,
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Figure 1: Hole-blow-up with general center
there does not necessarily exist a definable tube system for {C′′i′ : i
′ < i} together with which
{Ui − π
−1
i (C
′
i), Ui′ : i
′ > i} is controlled. (See the proof of Lemma I.1.3 in [2].) Hence we
need to modify {Ui − π
−1
i (C
′
i), Ui′ : i
′ > i} so that this is the case. Choose a controlled
definable tube system for {C′′i′ : i
′ ≤ i} ∪ {Ci′ : i′ > i}. Then the induction step is proved.
Thus all of dψi satisfy the condition.
Under the last condition on dψi , we show that dψ1◦···◦ψk is continuously extended to
(X − ∪ki=1Vi) by induction. Note (X − ∪
k
i=1Vi) = (X − ∪
k
i=1Vi) ∪ bdry∪
k
i=1Vi. Assume
that dψ1◦···◦ψi is continuously extended to (X − ∪
i
l=1Vi) ∪ bdry∪
i
l=1Vl for some i. Then
dψ1◦···◦ψi+1 is continuously extended to (X − ∪
i+1
l=1Vl) ∪ bdry∪
i+1
l=1Vl after some normal mod-
ification of ψi+1 by the second statement of Lemma 3. Thus the induction step and the
pseudo-compactification are proved. Hence Theorem 1 follows from the next lemma, which
says that a pseudo-compactifiable definable metric space is compactifiable.
Lemma 4. Let X be a compact definable set with an equivalence relation ∼ such that the
set Y = {(x1, x2) ∈ X2 : x1 ∼ x2} is definable and closed in X2. Then the quotient space X˜
admits a definable set structure such that the projection q : X → X˜ is definable.
Proof. Let an equivalence relation on a subset X0 of X be always the restriction of the
equivalence relation to X0, let X˜0 denote the quotient space of X0, and let qX0 : X0 → X˜0
denote the projection. We call X0 closed under the equivalence relation if any point of X0
is not equivalent to any point of X −X0. Note that given a definable closed subset C of X
and the qC : C → C˜ as required in Lemma 4 (i.e., the condition in Lemma 4 holds for C˜ and
qC), qC is extended to a definable continuous map gC : X → Rn for some n so that gC |X−C
is a homeomorphism onto g(X)− g(C). (Here we enlarge the ambient Euclidean space of C˜,
and we do not mention the enlarging in the argument below.) The reason is the following:
If we ignore the condition that gC |X−C is a homeomorphism, we can extend qC to a
definable continuous map g1 : X → Rn. We need to modify g1 so that the condition holds.
Let φ be a definable continuous function onX with zero set C. Let id denote the identity map
of X , and set g2(x) = (φ(x) id(x), φ(x)) for x ∈ X . Then g2 is a definable continuous map
from X to some Rn
′
, g2(C) = {0}, g2(C) ∩ g2(X −C) = ∅ and g2|X−C is a homeomorphism
onto g(X)− g(C). Hence gC , defined to be (g1, g2), satisfies the requirements.
Assume that Lemma 4 is already proved for X of dimension < k. Then we need to prove
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Lemma 4 for X of dimension k. We prove the following more general statement:
Given definable closed subsets A1 ⊂ A2 of X and the map qA1 : A1 → A˜1 as required, qA1 is
extended to qA2 : A2 → A˜2 as required.
We prove this statement by induction on dimA2. For this, it suffices to prove the state-
ment in the case A2 = X by the above note. Thus we assume that A2 = X , and the
induction hypothesis is that the statement holds for X of dimension < k. The proof in
the case dimA1 = k is essentially the same as in the case dimA1 < k. Hence we prove
the statement in the case dimA1 < k. Let p : Y → X denote the restriction to Y of the
projection of X2 onto the first factor. Let {Yj} and {Xi} be respective Whitney definable
C1 stratifications of Y and X such that A1 is the union of some Xi’s, the set of defin-
ably C1 smooth points of p−1(Xi) of dimension = dim p
−1(Xi) is the union of some Yj ’s
for each i, each connected component of Xi is contractible and of dimension i and the re-
striction of p to each connected component of Yj is a surjective C
1 submersion onto some
connected component of Xi (see Lemma I.2.6 in [2] for the proof of existence of such strat-
ifications). We write p : {Yj} → {Xi}. Then for each connected component of Xi0 of Xi,
we have a definable homeomorphism h : Xi0 × p−1(xi0) → p−1(Xi0), xi0 ∈ Xi0, such that
p ◦ h : Xi0 × p−1(xi0) → Xi0 is the projection and for each Yj , h|Xi0×(p−1(xi0)∩Yj) is a C
1
diffeomorphism onto p−1(Xi0) ∩ Yj by the o-minimal version of Thom’s first isotopy lemma,
since Xi0 is contractible. Namely p is trivial over Xi0. We will shrink Xi0. Then we loose
the property that it is contractible but keep the triviality property. Note that if Xi0 is closed
under the equivalence relation and if dimXi0 < dim p
−1(Xi0) then p
−1(Xi0) ⊂ Xi0 × Xi0,
X˜i0 admits a definable set structure such that qXi0 : Xi0 → X˜i0 is definable, X˜i0 is of dimen-
sion < i and there is a homeomorphism from Xi0 to X˜i0 × p−1(x), x ∈ Xi0, which preserves
the equivalence relations, where the equivalence relation on X˜i0 × p−1(x) is defined so that
elements (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) of X˜i0 × p−1(x) are equivalent if and only if x1 = x2.
By the induction hypothesis we have qX−Xk : X −Xk → (X −Xk )˜ which is an extension
of qA1 , where (X−Xk)˜ means the quotient space of X−Xk, and we need to extend qX−Xk :
X − Xk → (X − Xk )˜ to q : X → X˜ . After each step of the construction below of qA,
A ⊂ X , we need to define its extension gA : X → Rn. However, we do not mention it.
First we reduce the problem to the case Xk = X and Xk is connected and closed under the
equivalence relation. This is possible for the following reason:
Let X ′k denote the subset of Xk consisting of x which is equivalent to some x
′ of X −Xk.
Then X ′k is definable and the map X
′
k ∋ x → qX−Xk(x
′) ∈ (X − Xk )˜ is well defined and
definable since Y is definable. Moreover, its extension to X ′k∪(X−Xk), defined to be qX−Xk
on X − Xk, is continuous. Indeed, let C be a definable closed subset of (X − Xk )˜. Then
q−1X−Xk(C) is definable and closed in X −Xk since qX−Xk : X −Xk → (X −Xk)˜ is definable
and continuous, hence Y ∩(X×q−1X−Xk(C)) is definable and closed in Y , p(Y ∩(X×q
−1
X−Xk
(C))
is closed in X , and this set equals the subset of X ′k ∪ (X−Xk) consisting of points equivalent
to some points in q−1X−Xk(C). (Here we use the fact that the image of a definable continuous
map from a definable compact set into a Euclidean space is compact, although a definable
compact set is not necessarily compact in the topological sense.) By the same reason, X ′k is
closed in Xk. Hence Xk−X ′k is a definable C
1 manifold of dimension k and closed under the
equivalence relation, qX−Xk is extended to qX′k∪(X−Xk) : X
′
k ∪ (X −Xk)→ (X
′
k ∪ (X −Xk)˜)
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as required, and we have qXk0−Xk0 : Xk0 −Xk0 → (Xk0 −Xk0 )˜, where Xk0 is a connected
component of Xk −X ′k. Therefore, we can replace (X,Xk) by (Xk0, Xk0). (Here there is the
case where some point of Xk0 is equivalent to some point of Xk −Xk0. Then we construct
an extension qXk0∪(X−Xk) first, next for another connected component Xk1 of Xk, we extend
it further to qXk0∪(X−Xk)∪X′k1 , then to qXk0∪(X−Xk)∪Xk1 , and so on, where X
′
k1 is the subset
of Xk1 of points equivalent to some points in Xk0.) Consequently, the above reduction is
possible.
Set {Ykj : j} = {Yj : p(Yj) = Xk}. We suppose dimYkj = j by gathering Ykj of the
same dimension. Next we can assume that {Ykj : j} consists of one stratum, say, Ykk1 for
the following reason:
Assume that the set is not a singleton. We come back to the definition of p : {Yj} → {Xi}.
There we have chosen {Ykj} so that for each x ∈ Xk, the union of Ykj ∩ p−1(x) of the
maximal dimension is the set of definably C1 smooth points of Y ∩ p−1(x) of dimension
= dimY ∩ p−1(x). Let Zk denote the union. Then Xk − p2(Zk) is nonempty, closed in
Xk and of dimension smaller than k, where p2 is the restriction to Y of the projection
X × X → X onto the second factor because the p2(p−1(x)) is the subset of Xk of points
equivalent to x, the family {p2(p−1(x)) : x ∈ Xk} is a definable C0 foliation of Xk and
p2(Zk) is the union of the sets of definably C
1 smooth points of p2(p
−1(x)) of dimension
= dim p2(p
−1(x)) for x ∈ Xk. Hence by the induction hypothesis, we can extend qX−Xk to
qX−p2(Zk) : X − p2(Zk)→ (X − p2(Zk)˜). Then we can extend it further to q : X → X˜ since
any point of p2(Zk) is equivalent to some point of Xk − p2(Zk). Thus Lemma 4 is proved in
the case where {Ykj : j} is not a singleton.
It only remains to prove the case {Ykj : j} = {Ykk1}. By the triviality property, Ykk1
is definably C1 diffeomorphic to Xk × p−1(xk), xk ∈ Xk, and the family {p2(p−1(x)) :
x ∈ Xk} is a definable product C1 foliation of Xk. Let h : p2(p−1(xk)) × F → Xk be a
definable C1 diffeomorphism for fixed xk ∈ Xk and some definable C1 manifold F such that
{h
(
p2(p
−1(xk))×{y}
)
: y ∈ F} = {p2(p−1(x)) : x ∈ Xk}. There are two case: dim p−1(xk) (=
dim p2(p
−1(xk))) > 0, i.e., the foliation is of positive dimension or dim p
−1(xk) = 0. Consider
the first case. The set h({xk} × F ) is definable, closed in Xk and of dimension < k, the
equivalence relation restricted to h({xk}×F ) is the equality equivalence relation, and hence
(h({xk} × F )˜) = h({xk} × F ). Therefore, we have an extension q(X−Xk)∪h({xk}×F ) : (X −
Xk)∪h({xk}×F )→
(
(X −Xk)∪ h({xk}×F )
)˜
(= (X −Xk)˜∪ h({xk}×F )), which is equal
to qX−Xk on X −Xk and to the identity map on h({xk}× F ). We need to extend it further
to q : X → X˜. Each leaf p2(p
−1(x)) contains one and only one point x′ in h(p2(yk)×F ) and
the correspondence from x to x′ is a definable continuous map from Xk to p2 ◦ h({xk} × F ).
Hence we can extend q(X−Xk)∪h({xk}×F ) to q : X → ((X − Xk) ∪ h({xk} × F )
)˜
by setting
q(x) = q(X−Xk)∪h({xk}×F )(x
′).
If dim p−1(xk) = 0 then X˜k = Xk. Hence the map gX−Xk : X → gX−Xk(X) satisfies the
conditions on q. In any case we have q, which is an extension of qA1 since A1 is the union of
some Xi’s. Thus the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. For simplicity of presentation we proceed with the o-minimal structure
Ran, and later show the semialgebraic case. Set B = {x ∈ R
2 : |x| ≤ 1}, and regardR2 as C.
We will give a subanalytic metric d on B. Before this, we setX = (0, 1]×R, and we will define
a semialgebraic metric dX on X uniform on the factor R, i.e., dX(x, x
′) = dX(x+ a, x
′ + a)
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for x, x′ ∈ X and a ∈ {0} ×R and so that the following condition holds:
(∗) For b, b′ ∈ B − {0}, (x1, x2) ∈ f−1(b) and (x′1, x
′
2) ∈ f
−1(b′),
dX(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) = dX((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2)) if |x2 − x
′
2| ≤ 1,
dX(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) ≤ dX((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2)) otherwise,
where f : X → B is an analytic map defined by f(x1, x2) = x1 exp(πix2) for (x1, x2) ∈ X .
(Here π and i in exp(πix) are the ratio of the circumference of a circle and the imagi-
nary unit respectively.) Let d|B−{0} be induced by dX through f , to be precise, d(b, b
′) =
dX(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) for b, b′ ∈ B − {0}. Then d|B−{0} is a well-defined semialgebraic metric
because dX satisfies Condition (∗) and is uniform on R and f((0, 1]× [0, 2)) = B−{0}. We
extend d|B−{0} to d on B by setting d(0, b) = |b|/2 for b ∈ B. Then we require d to be a
subanalytic metric. For this, the condition that dX satisfies is
(∗∗) lim
b→0
dX(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) = |b′|/2 for b, b′ ∈ B − {0}.
For the time being, we assume that there exists dX satisfying Conditions (∗) and (∗∗). This
(B, d) is one of the subanalytic metric space.
We want to define another subanalytic metric d˜ on the same B using a new semialgebraic
metric d˜X on X by a similar method. Let φ be a semialgebraic function on (0, 1] such
that φ is strictly increasing, limt→0 φ(t) = ∞ and φ(1) = 0. For example, φ is defined by
φ(t) = −1/t + 1. We define a semialgebraic metric d˜X on X by d˜X((x1, x2), (x′1, x
′
2)) =
dX
(
(x1, x2 + φ(x1)), (x
′
1, x
′
2 + φ(x
′
1))
)
for (x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2) ∈ X and then a function d˜ on
B2 by d˜(0, b) = |b|/2 for b ∈ B and d˜(b, b′) = d˜X(f−1(b), f−1(b′)) for b, b′ ∈ B − {0}.
Then d˜ is a subanalytic metric by the same reason as for d because d˜X also satisfies the
following conditions (˜∗) and (˜∗∗) and is uniform on R and f{(x1, x2 + φ(x1)) : (x1, x2) ∈
(0, 1]× [0, 2)} = B − {0}.
(˜∗) For the same b, b′, (x1, x2) and (x′1, x
′
2) as in Condition (∗),
d˜X(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) = d˜X((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2)) if |x2 − x
′
2 + φ(x1)− φ(x
′
1)| ≤ 1,
d˜X(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) ≤ d˜X((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2)) otherwise.
(˜∗∗) lim
b→0
d˜X(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) = |b′|/2 for b, b′ ∈ B − {0}.
Here Condition (˜∗) holds obviously, and Condition (˜∗∗) does because its left side equals the
first term of the following equalities:
lim
b→0
inf
(x1,x2)∈f
−1(b)
(x′1,x
′
2)∈f
−1(b′)
d˜X((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2)) =
lim
b→0
inf
(x1,x2)∈f
−1(b)
(x′
1
,x′
2
)∈f−1(b′)
dX((x1, x2 + φ(x1)), (x
′
1, x
′
2 + φ(x
′
1))) = |b
′|/2.
Let B˜ denote the topological space B with the metric d˜, and B mean B with the metric d.
In the same way, X and X˜ stand for the semialgebraic metric spaces (X, dX) and (X, d˜X).
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Next we define an orientation-preserving isometry Φb0 : B → B˜ such that Φb0(1, 0) = b0
for each b0 ∈ ∂B. Let x0 ∈ R be such that f(1, x0) = b0. Set ΦX(x1, x2) = (x1, x0 +φ(x1)+
x2) for (x1, x2) ∈ X . Then ΦX is a semialgebraic orientation-preserving isometry from X˜ to
X because
dX(ΦX(x1, x2),ΦX(x
′
1, x
′
2)) = dX((x1, x0 + φ(x1) + x2), (x
′
1, x0 + φ(x
′
1) + x
′
2)) =
dX((x1, φ(x1) + x2), (x
′
1,+φ(x
′
1) + x
′
2)) = d˜X((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2)) for (x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2) ∈ X.
Note that ΦX carries the level sets of the function x→ d˜X(x, x0) in Figure 4 to those of the
x → dX(x, x0) in Figure 2. Define a map Φb0 : B˜ → B by Φb0(b) = f ◦ ΦX(f
−1(b)). Then
Φb0 is well defined and an isometry from B˜ to B because
f ◦ ΦX(x1, x2 + 2) = f(x1, x0 + φ(x1) + x2 + 2) = x1 exp(πi(x0 + φ(x1) + x2 + 2)) =
x1 exp(πi(x0 + φ(x1) + x2)) = f(x1, x0 + φ(x1) + x2) = f ◦ ΦX(x1, x2) for (x1, x2) ∈ X,
d(Φb0(b),Φb0(b
′)) = dX
(
f−1(Φb0(b)), f
−1(Φb0(b
′))
)
= dX
(
ΦX(f
−1(b)),ΦX(f
−1(b′))
)
= d˜X(f
−1(b), f−1(b′)) = d˜(b, b′) for b, b′ ∈ B − {0} and
d˜(0, b′) = lim
b→0
d˜(b, b′) = lim
b→0
d(Φb0(b),Φb0(b
′)) = d(0,Φb0(b
′)) for the same b, b′.
Moreover, Φb0(1, 0) = b0. Indeed,
Φb0(1, 0) = f ◦ ΦX(f
−1(1, 0)) = f ◦ ΦX(1, 0) = f(1, x0) = b0.
(The Φb0 carries the level sets of the function b → d˜(b, b0) in Figure 4 to those of the
b→ d(b, b0) in Figure 3.)
Now we choose the semialgebraic metric dX so that it is uniform on R and satisfies
Conditions (∗) and (∗∗). For x = (x1, x2), x′ = (x′1, x
′
2) ∈ X with x
′
1 ≤ x1, set
dX(x, x
′) =
{
max{x1 − x′1, |x2 − x
′
2|} if x1 − x
′
1 ≤ x1/2 and |x2 − x
′
2| ≤ x1/2
x1/2 otherwise.
If x′1 > x1, we define dX(x, x
′) to be dX(x
′, x). (See Figure 2.) Then we easily see that
dX is a metric, it is clearly semialgebraic and uniform on R, Condition (∗∗) is obvious, and
Condition (∗) holds for the following reason: By Figure 2 we see
dX(f
−1(f(x)), f−1(f(x′))) = dX((x1, x2), f
−1(f(x′))) =
min
n∈Z
dX((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2 + 2n)) = dX((x1, x2), (x
′
1, x
′
2 + 2n0))
for n0 ∈ Z such that (x1, x′2 + 2n0) is nearest to the segment joining (0, x2) and (1, x2).
There are two cases: two points (x1, x
′
2 + 2n0) and (x1, x
′
2 + 2n0 + 2) are nearest, or only
one (x1, x
′
2 + 2n0) is so. In the first case, x
′
2 + 2n0 + 1 = x2 hence x2 − x
′
2 − 2n0 = 1 and
Condition (∗) holds. In the second case, x′2+2n0−1 < x2 < x
′
2+2n0+1, |x2−x
′
2−2n0| < 1
and Condition (∗) holds.
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Figure 2: Level sets of the function x→ dX(x, x0)
Each level curve of x → dX(x, x0) is a union of vertical segments and segments with
slope ±1 if the value is not |x0|/2. If dX(x, x0) = x0/2, the level set is a union of such
three segments and a two-dimensional domain.
0
b0 = 0
value
=1/2
0
|b0| < 2/3
b0
0
|b0| = 1
b0
Figure 3: Level sets of the function b→ d(b, b0)
Each level curve of b → d(b, b0) is a union of curves of the form {c1 exp(piix2) : c2 ≤
x2 ≤ c3} and {(c1 ± x2) exp(piix2) : c2 ≤ x2 ≤ c3} if the value is not |b0|/2.
Under these conditions, we will prove that there are only two isometries from B˜ to B
which carries (1, 0) to b0, they are both non-subanalytic, one is orientation-preserving and
coincides with Φb0 , and the other is orientation-reversing. We consider only the orientation-
preserving one because ρ◦Φ′ is the orientation-preserving one by the uniform property of dX
for an orientation-reversing one Φ′ and the ρ ∈ O(2) such that ρ(b0) = b0 and the determinant
of ρ is −1. First Φb0 is non-subanalytic for the following reason:
As above, let ΦX : X˜ → X be the isometry which induces Φb0 , and x0 ∈ R such that
f(1, x0) = b0. Then exp(πix0) = b0 and
ΦX((0, 1]× {0}) = {(x1, x0 + φ(x1)) : x1 ∈ (0, 1]}.
Hence
Φb0(b0 ∗ 0)− {0} = f{(x1, x0 + φ(x1)) : x1 ∈ (0, 1]} =
{x1 exp(πi(x0 + φ(x1))) : x1 ∈ (0, 1]} = {b0x1 exp(πiφ(x1)) : x1 ∈ (0, 1]},
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x0
{0}×[−1, 1] {1}×[−1, 1]
x0 ∈ (0, 2/3)×{−1/3}
0
|b0| < 2/3
b0
0
|b0| = 1
b0
Figure 4: Level sets of x→ d˜X(x, x0) and b→ d˜(b, b0)
Each level curve of b → d˜(b, b0) is a union of curves of the form {c1 exp(piix2) : c2 ≤
x2 ≤ c3} and {x1 exp
(
pii(c4 ± x1 + φ(x1))
)
: c5 ≤ x2 ≤ c6} if the value is not |b0|/2.
where b0 ∗ 0 denotes the segment with ends b0 and 0 in B. If x1 moves from 1 to 0 then
b0x1 exp(πiφ(x1)) spins infinitely around 0 and converges to 0. Thus the set Φb0(b0 ∗ 0) and
the map Φb0 are non-subanalytic.
Lastly, we see that if an orientation-preserving isotopy Φ : B˜ → B carries (1, 0) to b0 then
Φ = Φb0 . For this, it suffices to show the following statement by the uniform property of dX :
Let Ψ : (B, d) → (B, d) be an orientation-preserving isotopy such that Ψ(b0) = b0. Then
Ψ = id.
Moreover, we only need to see that if Ψ = id at some b ∈ ∂B then it holds on a neigh-
borhood of b in ∂B and if Ψ = id on b ∗ b′ for some b′ ∈ b ∗ 0−{0} then it holds on b ∗ b′′ for
some b′′ ∈ b′ ∗ 0− {b′}. We can translate these statements to the following ones on dX :
Given an orientation-preserving isometry ΨX : (X, dX) → (X, dX), if ΨX = id at some
(1, x2) ∈ {1} × R then it holds on a neighborhood of (1, x2) in {1} × R, and if ΨX = id
on [x1, 1] × {x2} for some (x1, x2) ∈ (0, 1] × R then it holds on [x′1, 1] × {x2} for some
x′1 ∈ (0, x1).
To prove the first statement, we take a number x′2 in R larger than x2 and near x2. Then
(1, x′2) is uniquely determined as an element of {1} ×R by its Euclidean distance to (1, x2)
by the following equality:
dX(x, x
′) = max{|x1 − x
′
1|, |x2 − x
′
2|} for x = (x1, x2) ∈ X and x
′ = (x′1, x
′
2) close to x.
Hence ΨX(1, x
′
2) = (1, x
′
2) since ΨX(1, x2) = (1, x2) and ΨX is metric preserving. We obtain
the same equality for x′2 smaller than x2. For the second, we take a number x
′′
1 in (x1, 1) near
x1. Then any number in [2x1 − x′′1 , x
′′
1 ] × {x2} is determined by its Euclidean distances to
(x1, x2) and (x
′′
1 , x2) by the same reason, and we have ΨX = id at the point since ΨX = id at
(x1, x2) and (x
′′
1 , x2). Thus the statements are proved, and we see that B and B˜ are isometric
subanalytic metric spaces which are not subanalytically isometric.
It only remains to modify d and d˜ to semialgebraic metrics. As dX and d˜X are semi-
algebraic, we need to modify the f . Let g : [0, 2] → ∂B be a semialgebraic C1 approxi-
mation of f |{1}×[0, 2] the map [0, 2] ∋ x2 → exp(πix2) ∈ ∂B, such that g(0) = g(2). Set
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f ′(x1, x2) = x1g(x2 − 2n) for (x1, x2) ∈ (0, 1] × [2n, 2n + 2], n ∈ Z. Then f ′ is semialge-
braic on (0, 1] × [2n, 2n + 2] for any n, it is a covering map, and Conditions (∗), (∗∗), (˜∗)
and (˜∗∗) hold. Hence d′ and d˜′, defined by dX , d˜X and f ′ likewise d and d˜ by dX , d˜X and
f , are semialgebraic metrics on B. We see that (B, d′) and (B, d˜′) are isometric but not
semialgebraically isometric as in the subanalytic case. Thus Theorem 2 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3 in the case r > 0. To avoid confusion, we write ψ : Y → X in Theorem
3 as φ : B → A. Assume that r = 1 and the set of definably C1 smooth points of A of
dimension k is dense in A for simplicity of notation. Let RegA denote this set. Embed A
in Rn so that A is bounded in Rn. First we choose a definable C1 manifold possibly with
corners as B, and later we smooth the corners if exists. For this, it suffices to prove the
following statement:
Statement 1. Let X be a compact definable set, and X1 a definable closed nowhere dense
subset of X. Then there exist a compact definable C1 manifold Y possibly with corners,
a definable subset Y1 of Y and a definable C
0 map ψ : Y → X such that ψ|IntY is a C1
diffeomorphism onto Reg(X −X1), ψ(Y1) = X1, ψ(∂Y ) = X − Reg(X −X1) and Y1 is the
union of the interiors of some faces of Y of dimension k − 1.
Indeed, assume that Statement 1 holds, and apply it to A and (A−A) for A in Theorem
3 as X and X1 in Statement 1 respectively. Let Y, Y1 and ψ : Y → X be consequences of
Statement 1. Then ψ−1((A−A)) is a closed definable subset of Y , hence Y − ψ−1((A−A))
is a definable C1 manifold possibly with corners, and
(
Y − ψ−1((A − A))
)
∪ Y1 is also so
because Y1 ∪ ψ−1((A−A)) ⊂ ∂Y . Furthermore, ψ
(
Int((Y − ψ−1((A− A))) ∪ Y1)
)
= RegA
because
Int((Y − ψ−1((A−A))) ∪ Y1) = Int(Y − ψ
−1((A−A))) = IntY and
ψ(IntY )=Reg(X−X1)=Reg(A−(A−A))=Reg
(
A−((A−A)−(A−A))
)
=RegA.
Thus the set
(
Y −ψ−1((A−A))
)
∪ Y1 and the restriction of ψ to it satisfy the conditions on
B and φ, respectively, in Theorem 3.
Now we prove Statement 1. Let {Ci : i} be a Whitney definable C1 stratification ofX such
that dimCi = i, Ck = Reg(X−X1) and X1 is the union of some Ci’s. Let {Ui = (|Ui|, πi, ξi) :
i} be a controlled definable tube system for {Ci}, and {ǫi : i} the set of sufficiently small
positive numbers such that ǫi ≫ ǫi′ if i < i
′. For each i = 0, . . . , k − 1, set
Vi = {x ∈ Ui : ξi(x) ≤ ǫi} − ∪i′<i{x ∈ Ui′ : ξi′ (x) < ǫi′}.
Then the restrictions πi|Vi : Vi → (Ci − ∪i′<iVi′ ) and ξi|Vi are a definable retraction and
a definable continuous function, respectively, and they induce a hole-blow-up ψi : (X −
∪i′≤iVi′ ) → (X − ∪i′<iVi′ ). Here ψi is originally defined on ({x ∈ X ∩ Ui : ǫi ≤ ξi(x) ≤
2ǫi} − ∪i′≤iVi′ ) so that ψi = id on ({x ∈ X ∩ Ui : ξi(x) = 2ǫi} − ∪i′≤iVi′ ), and hence we
extend ψi to (X − ∪i′≤iVi′ ) by setting ψi = id outside the original domain. Thus we have a
sequence of hole-blows-up (X −∪i<kVi)
ψk−1
−→ · · ·
ψ1
−→ (X −V0)
ψ0
−→ X . Set Y = (X −∪i<kVi)
and ψ = ψ0 ◦ · · · ◦ ψk−1. Then Y is a compact definable C1 manifold possibly with corners,
ψ is a definable C0 map, and for each i < k, the set ψ−1i (Ci) − ∪i′ 6=iVi′ is a definable C
1
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manifold and the union of the interiors of some faces of Y of dimension k − 1. Moreover, we
have
ψ(ψ−1i (Ci)− ∪i′ 6=iVi′) = ψ0 ◦ · · · ◦ ψi(ψ
−1
i (Ci)− ∪i′<iVi′ − ∪i<i′<kCi′)
= ψ0 ◦ · · · ◦ ψi−1(Ci − ∪i′<iVi′) = Ci.
Hence if we let Y1 be the union of the manifolds ψ
−1
i (Ci)−∪i′ 6=iVi′ such that Ci ⊂ X1 then
ψ(Y1) = X1, ψ(∂Y ) = X − Reg(X −X1) and Y1 is the union of the interiors of some faces
of dimension k − 1. Thus Statement 1 is proved, and we obtain a definable definable C1
manifold Y possibly with corners which satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.
It remains to smooth the corners of the manifold Y possibly with corners. Assume that
there are the corners. The smoothing is well known in the case R. That proof uses a vector
field and its integration. However, a vector field does not necessarily induce its integration
in the general case. Hence we directly construct a flow. Let f be a non-negative definable
continuous function on Y such that f−1(0) = ∂Y , if the germ of Y at a point of ∂Y is definably
diffeomorphic to the germ of [0, ∞)l × Rk−l at 0 then f(x1, . . . , xk) is of the form x1 · · ·xl
through some definable C1 diffeomorphism and hence f is C1 regular on the intersection of
IntY and some neighborhood of ∂Y in Y . Let Y˜ be a definable C1 manifold containing Y
and of the same dimension. Then it suffices to find a definable C1 1-dimensional foliation
{Fa : a ∈ A} of a neighborhood of ∂Y in Y˜ such that each leaf Fa intersects transversally
each face of Y of dimension k − 1 and the hypersurface f−1(t) for each t ∈ (0, 1] close to 0
for the following reason:
We need to define a definable C1 manifold Z with boundary and a definable homeomor-
phism η : Z → Y such that η|IntZ is a C1 diffeomorphism onto IntY . Shrink the domain
where the foliation is defined, and choose t0 ∈ (0, 1] close to 0 so that f−1((0, t0)) is the
domain, the restriction f |f−1((0, t0)) : f
−1((0, t0))→ (0, t0) is C1 regular and proper and each
Fa intersects transversally f
−1(t) for t ∈ (0, t0]. Let χ : [t0/2, t0]→ [0, t0] be a definable C1
diffeomorphism such that χ(t0/2) = 0 and dχ/dt = 1 on [2t0/3, t0]. Set Z = f
−1([t0/2, ∞))
and define a definable homeomorphism η : Z → Y so that η = id on f−1([t0, ∞)) and for
z ∈ f−1((0, t0]), η(z) is the point in Fa such that f ◦ η(z) = χ ◦ f(z), where Fa is such that
z ∈ Fa, i.e., z moves to η(z) along Fa so that the value of f moves from t to χ(t). Then η is
well defined, and η|IntZ is a C1 diffeomorphism onto IntY , which explains the reason.
We construct {Fa} by induction. For simplicity of notation and without loss of generality,
we assume that the face assumption holds for Y and each proper face of Y is contractible.
Let {Di : i = 0, . . . , k − 1} denote the canonical stratification of ∂Y , i.e., {IntY } ∪ {Di :
i = 0, . . . , k− 1} is the canonical stratification of Y . Consider the basis step. We can regard
the triple of a point y of D0 and its definable neighborhoods in Y and Y˜ as the one of 0,
[0, ∞)k and Rk through a definable C1 diffeomorphism. Hence we can translate the problem
of the construction of {Fa} around y to the one around 0 in Rk. We define a foliation of
the set (−1, 1)k to be the family of the lines parallel to the line passing through 0 and
(1, . . . , 1). Translate this foliation back to a foliation of a neighborhood of y in Y˜ through
the above definable C1 diffeomorphism. Thus we obtain a definable neighborhood W0 of D0
in Y˜ and a definable C1 1-dimensional foliation {Fa : a ∈ A0} of W0. Clearly this foliation
satisfies the transversality condition. Assume as the induction hypothesis that there are a
definable neighborhood Wl−1 of D0 ∪ · · · ∪Dl−1 and a definable C
1 1-dimensional foliation
{Fa : a ∈ Al−1} of Wl−1 such that the transversality condition hold.
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We will shrink Wl−1 and extend Wl−1 and {Fa : a ∈ Al−1} to Wl and {Fa : a ∈ Al},
respectively, i.e., we modify {Fa : a ∈ Al−1} outside a smaller neighborhood of D0∪· · ·∪Dl−1
and extend it to {Fa : a ∈ Al}. SetD′l = Dl∩Wl−1. Here we can assume thatDl is connected,
and we regard a definable neighborhood of Dl in Y as Dl× [0, ∞)k−l since Dl is contractible.
Then the problem is reduced to the following statement:
Statement 2. Let D′l be a definable neighborhood of Dl∩ (D0 ∪· · ·∪Dl−1) in Dl. Let f be the
function on Dl ×Rk−l defined so that f(y, x1, . . . , xk−l) = x1 · · ·xk−l for (y, x1, . . . , xk−l) ∈
Dl × Rk−l. Let {Fa : a ∈ Al−1} be a definable C1 1-dimensional foliation of a definable
neighborhood Wl−1 of D
′
l×{0} in D
′
l×R
k−l such that Fa ⊂ {0}∪D′l×((0, ∞)
k−l∪(−∞, 0)k−l)
if Fa passes through D
′
l × {0} and each Fa intersects transversally f
−1(t) for each t 6= 0 and
D′l×R
l′×{0}×Rk−l−l
′−1, l′ = 0, . . . , k− l−1. Then shrinking D′l and Wl−1, we can extend
{Fa : a ∈ Al−1} to a definable C1 1-dimensional foliation {Fa : a ∈ Al} of some definable
neighborhood Wl of Dl × {0} in Dl ×R
k−l so that the same conditions continue to hold.
We naturally define a definable C1 1-dimensional foliation {Fb : b ∈ B} of Dl × N so
that for each x ∈ Dl, {Fb ∩ {x} × Rk−l : b ∈ B} is the product of {x} and the foliation
of N defined in the same way as in the basis step, where N is some neighborhood of 0
in Rk−l. Set Wl = Dl × N . Then shrinking Wl−1, D′l and Wl if necessary, we obtain a
definable homeomorphism τ : D′l × N → Wl−1 ∩Dl × R
k−l such that τ = id on D′l × (N ∩
∪k−l−1l′=0 [0, ∞)
l′ ×{0}× [0, ∞)k−l−l
′−1), f ◦ τ = f and each Fb in D′l×N is carried to the Fa
for a ∈ Al−1 such that Fb ∩D′l × [0, ∞)
k−l = Fa ∩D′l × [0, ∞)
k−l. The τ has the following
property of differentiability:
Let L denote the line in Rk−l passing through 0 and (1, . . . , 1), and Ml′ the union of the
lines passing through [0, ∞)l
′
×{0}× [0, ∞)k−l−l
′−1 and parallel to L for l′ = 0, . . . , k− l−1.
For example, if k − l = 2,
M0 = {(x1, x2) ∈ R
2 : x1 ≤ x2} and M1 = {(x1, x2) ∈ R
2 : x1 ≥ x2}.
Then each Ml′ is linearly homeomorphic to [0, ∞)k−l−1 × R, and the family of the strata
of the canonical stratifications of Ml′ for all l
′ is a stratification of Rk−l into open subsets
of linear spaces. The property is that τ is a piecewise C1 diffeomorphic with respect to
{D′l ×Ml′ : l
′}, i.e., τ |D′
l
×Ml′
is a C1 diffeomorphism onto its image for any l′.
It suffices to extend τ to a definable homeomorphism τ˜ : Dl × N → (Wl−1 ∩Dl × Rl) ∪
(Dl × N −Wl−1) so that τ˜ = id on Dl × (N ∩ ∪
k−l−1
l′=0 [0, ∞)
l′ × {0} × [0, ∞)k−l−l
′−1) and
τ˜ is a piecewise C1 diffeomorphic with respect to {Dl ×Ml′ : l′}. We clearly set τ˜ = id on
Dl× (N ∩∪
k−l−1
l′=0 [0, ∞)
l′ ×{0}× [0,∞)k−l−l
′−1) and outside a small definable neighborhood
of D′l ×N in Dl ×N . Then by shrinking D
′
l and using a definable C
1 partition of unity, we
obtain the τ˜ because of the next obvious fact: Let τ1 be a definable orientation-preserving
C1 diffeomorphism of Dl× [0, ∞)k−l−1×R such that τ1 = id on Dl× [0, ∞)k−l−1×{0}, and
let θ be a definable C1 function on Dl such that 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. Let id denote the identity map
of Dl × [0, ∞)k−l−1 × R. Then the fact is that the map Dl × [0, ∞)k−l−1 × R ∋ (x, y, t)→
θ(x)τ1(x, y, t) + (1 − θ(x)) id(x, y, t) ∈ Dl × [0, ∞)k−l−1 × R restricted to some definable
neighborhood of Dl × [0, ∞)k−l−1 × {0} is a C1 embedding. Hence Statement 2 and the
smoothing are proved, which completes the proof of Theorem 3 in the case r > 0.
Proof of Theorem 3 in the case r = 0. Let RegX denote the set of definably C0 smooth
points of X of dimension k. Assume that X is bounded in Rn and RegX is dense in X for
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simplicity of notation. Moreover, we suppose that there is a finite simplicial complex K such
that its underlying polyhedron is contained in Rn and X is the union of the interiors of some
simplices of K by the triangulation theorem of definable sets. Then RegX is the subset of X
of PL smooth points of X of dimension k, i.e., the subset of X of points where the germ of
X is PL homeomorphic to the one of Rk at 0 by Theorem 1.1 (o-minimal Hauptvermutung)
in [3]. Note that {Intσ : σ ∈ K} is a Whitney definable C1 stratification of X . Set
{Ci : i} = {Intσ : σ ∈ K, Intσ ⊂ X − RegX}, and gather Ci of the same dimensions so
that dimCi = i. We define a controlled definable tube system {Ui = (|Ui|, πi, ξi) : i} for
{Ci}, a set of sufficiently small positive numbers {ǫi : i} such that ǫi ≫ ǫi′ if i < i′ and
a set of subsets of Rn {Vi : i} as in the case r > 0. Then we have a sequence of hole-
blows-up (X − ∪i<kVi)
ψk−1
−→ · · ·
ψ1
−→ (X − V0)
ψ0
−→ X. Set Y = ψ−1(X) ∩ (X − ∪i<kVi) and
ψ = ψ0 ◦ · · · ◦ψk−1|Y . Then Y and ψ satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3 by the same reason
as in the case r > 0. Thus we prove Theorem 3 in the case r = 0.
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